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Throughout this, at Roupell Park we have 
been doing our best to deliver the best 
service we could, whilst keeping you and 
our staff safe. This has meant that in many 
cases, we have had to prioritise the repair 
work we have been able to do and have had 
to put some works on hold. Thank you all for 
your patience. At the same time, we have 
been carrying out all priority and health and 
safety work, including carrying out all of our 
gas safety checks. Thank you for helping us 
do this and for your patience.

We have also continued to deliver a full 
caretaking service throughout this time. 
Our caretakers have been in every day and 
have had to deal with very high levels of fly 
tipping across the estate. This has included 
people coming from off the estate to dump 
their rubbish. This costs us money but we 
take pride in keeping our estate clean and 
tidy. Please feel free to report anyone you 
see doing this to the office, we will do our 
best to investigate.

Whilst the office has been closed for some 
of the time, or open for appointments only, 
we have made sure there were always staff 
on site to deal with emergencies. We have 

Chairs Report 

For everyone this has been a hugely stressful and difficult year on a personal level. 
We will all have known people who have been ill with Covid 19. 

Sadly, many of us will know people who have died and even worse, lost family. My 
heart goes out to you all.
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also always been available to take repairs 
when staff were working from home, so 
you will always have been able to talk to a 
member of the Roupell Park staff. 

Covid has also meant that we have had to 
look at our business plan again. So many 
things have changed, and it is important for 
us to recognise this when we are planning 
our services for the next few years. This 
is not just about the challenges that we 
have faced, but also the opportunities it 
has brought. Many of us are working from 
home, including the Roupell Park staff. 
We have therefore got used to using the 
internet to communicate with each other 
and to do business. We need to look at our 
services to ensure that we can respond to 
that challenge.
I want to express my enormous thanks to all 
the Roupell Park staff for the huge amount 
of commitment and hard work they have 
put in throughout these challenging times.

Peter Kent, one of our longest serving 
caretakers, has left Roupell Park after a 
period of sickness after hurting his back. 
Peter is a great character and will be sadly 
missed and I want to thank him for all his 
hard work and wish him well in the future. 
At the same time, I would like to welcome 
Danny Maloney to the team. He was 
covering Peter’s work for some time and it is 
great to have him as a permanent member 
of staff.
Sadly, we have had an increase in reports of 
anti-social behaviour on the estate. Some 
of this has been about people being at 
home more and therefore there has been 

more noise because of that. That was to 
be expected and most people have been 
understanding about this.

At the same time, we have seen some 
reports of totally irresponsible behaviour. 
Most worryingly this has included incidents 
where people have been holding BBQs 
on the estate. We do not allow BBQs 
anywhere on the estate. The risk of fire is 
enormous, but it also means that people 
are congregating and causing nuisance to 
other residents. Where our residents are 
responsible, we have taken legal action 
under their tenancy agreement. 

We have sadly also started having major 
problems with drug users and street sex 
workers again. I know how upsetting this 
is for many people. However, unless our 
residents are involved it is very difficult for 
us to deal with. We are working closely with 
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the Police and the Council to tackle the 
problem because overall it is for them to 
deal with. If you experience any problems 
with criminal behaviour you should call the 
police, either 101 or, if it is serious 999. 
We have also had a couple of huge 
successes over the last year. Our Youth 
Forum has continued to meet online. 
They have also been undertaking training 
in community leadership, using funding 
we obtained from Peabody Housing 
Association. Our young people have been 
praised for their active participation in the 
training and we have been told that they 
are the most successful group ever to 
have taken part. As a result of this, Oroh 
Aukudihor has been co-opted onto the 
Board so that we can get a young person’s 
perspective on how we should deliver our 
services.

By the time you read this, the work on 
replacing the football pitch will be well 
under way. This has been one of our targets 
for a number of years and was a priority in 
our business plan. The old pitch had served 
its purpose well but was in desperate need 
of upgrading. We have been successful in 
getting funding from Veolia and the Football 
Foundation to allow us to build a modern 
multipurpose facility that will be used for 
a much wider range of sports, including 
netball and basketball. We will also be 
working hard to ensure that more people 
make use of this marvellous new facility 
to improve their fitness and quality of life 
as the pandemic has demonstrated how 
important exercise is in improving people’s 
mental health.

Of course, none of this would have been 
possible without my fellow Roupell Park 
Board members. They have worked hard to 
give strategic direction to the organisation 
and to support the staff. It is great that 
since the last report we have been able 
to welcome 5 new members to the Board. 
Jasper Osei and Kayla Reid were elected at 
the AGM last September. As I have already 
said, we have co-opted Oroh Aukudihor as 
our youth representative. We have also co-
opted Ethel Fosu and Simon Senior to the 
Board. Both are housing professionals with 
many years of experience, and they bring 
another perspective on how we can make 
Roupell Park the best TMO in the country.

Thank you all, stay safe and well.

Mary Simpson
Chair RPRMO
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02Achievements

Since the first draft of the business plan we have:

• Provided training to members of our 
youth forum in community leadership.

• Continued to ensure that we put our 
residents at the centre of everything 
that we do and make sure that we get 
everything right first time

• Delivered core services to our 
customers during the Covid-19 
pandemic

• Maintained community development as 
part of the core business of RPRMO

• Delivered a number of community 
development activities online during 
the Covd-19 lockdown ensuring we 
continued to reach out to those in the 
greatest need

• Retendered our core contracts to 
deliver better services and improved 
value for money

• Commenced work on upgrading the 
estate football pitch

• Improve green spaces across the estate

• Built more partnerships to allow us to 
deliver new and innovative services so 
that we can reach people who do not 
currently use them 

• Worked closely with the different 
nationalities and communities on our 
estate, allowing everyone to be heard 
and included

• Continued to signpost anyone 
with needs for specialist help with 
established organisations

• Continued to pressure the Council to 
make good defective works 

• Ensured necessary works to lifts and 
water tanks were scheduled by the 
Council

• Ensured that we met with the 
requirements set out in fire risk 
assessments to keep our residents safe

• Recruited new Board members 
• Trained our staff and board members 

so they can continue to grow with the 
organisation.
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Whilst we met some of our performance targets, 2020/21 was generally disappointing. 
Whilst the Covid pandemic did put pressure on some areas, notably in relation to 
arrears, this cannot be seen as an excuse. 

performance has markedly improved. 
For the first time we had a significant 
number of leaseholders claiming benefits. 
In addition, the ongoing pressure on 
leaseholders of major works invoices 
meant that getting payments from both 
leaseholders and their banks remained 
problematic. Final accounts have now been 
issued.

Average Relet Times

The time it takes to relet a property is 
dependant not only on the works carried 
out by Roupell Park, but also the time it 
takes to receive nominations from Lambeth 
and other factors, such as the need to 
use a void property on a temporary basis. 
Roupell Park had ensured that all of our 
void properties have been ready to let 
within the time scales required and often 
sooner. Delays have therefore been out of 
our control.

Rent Arrears

During the pandemic we concentrated 
on giving support to our residents who 
were facing financial difficulties. This 
meant working with them and the benefits 
providers to ensure information was 
provided accurately and quickly. We 
also ensured that wherever possible the 
housing element of universal credit was 
paid directly into peoples rent accounts. 

However, in may cases people struggled 
to make their own payments. Court rules 
meant we were unable to enforce payments 
through legal action. Going forward we 
will need to better balance support and 
enforcement.

Service Charge Collection

For the second year in a row we missed 
our collection targets although our 
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DESCRIPTION

Rent Collected 
as % of annual 

rent role
99.5 100.1 100 99.6 100

NA 4.7 3 5.9 4

102 67.27 105 99 105

25 18.7 20 28.6 20

100 100 100 100 100

95 100 100 100 100

95 100 100 100 100

10 17 15 65 15

97 98.6 100 98.6 100

Current Arrears 
as % of rent role

% Service Charge 
Collected

Average relet 
time (days)

% gas services 
within 12 months 

of previous
 service

% satified with 
repairs

% repairs 
completed on 

time

% complaints 
dealt with on 

target

% tenancy 
checks 

completed

L AMBETH 
STANDARD

OUTTURN 
2019/20

TARGET 
2020/21

OUTTURN 
2020/21

TARGET 
2020/21
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In summary for the last financial year, 2020/21, we received an allowance from the Council of 
£1,304,425. In addition, we generated other income of £49,011 a total income of £1,353,436. 
This is compared with an income of £1,437,678 in 2019/20.
Overall a deficit of £88,628 was made against a projected surplus of £50,027

In summary, RPRMO

• Made a surplus of deficit of £88,628 in 2020/21
• Held total reserves are £714,970 (£803,598 in 2019/20)
• Had a surplus fund of £ 384,090 
• Held designated reserves of £333,354 after transfers, which meets our target of holding 

designated reserves of 25% 
• Cash in hand at the end of the year was £802,157.

The deficit this year was primarily due to increased recharges from Lambeth because of 
historic incorrect invoicing. This has been taken into account when building the budget for 
2021/22. There were also significant overspends in areas around the disposal of bulk refuse, 
clearing blocked soil stacks and temporary staff costs as a result of long-term sickness 
absence.  We therefore continue to be in a strong financial position and will continue to make 
surpluses going forward.

The auditors also produce Key Audit Findings (KAF) which set out any issues that the that 
they have noted in relation to the auditing process and highlights any issues relating to the 
production on this year’s accounts. No material items in the KAF were raised by the Auditor or 
by the Finance and Audit Committee. 

The full audited accounts have been circulated and will be available at the AGM.

Financial performance



06Roupell Park RMO’s 
Objectives

However much we have achieved this year we always want to get better. Therefore, we 
have set a series of challenging objectives for the following year, so that we continue 
to make progress towards being the best tenant management organisation in the 
country. 

Over the next year we plan to - 

• Continue to ensure that we put our 
residents at the centre of everything that 
we do and make sure that we get things 
right first time

• Improve our level of performance against 
all our performance indicators and most 
importantly increase levels of resident 
satisfaction across all the services that we 
deliver

• Extend the work we are doing on the social 
value of our community development work 
to the rest of operations

• Deliver surpluses despite cuts in our funding 
and increasing demands on our services by 
careful budgeting 

• Continue to review the existing business 
plan in the light of the challenges we will 
continue to face arising from the Covid-19 
pandemic and economic recession

• Examine ways in which we can deliver 
services and communicate with residents 
in new and novel ways through the use of 
electronic media

• Continue to ensure that community 
development is part of the core business of 
RPRMO

• Deliver a wide ranging and inclusive sports 
programme on our new MUGA

• Encourage residents to adopt areas around 
their blocks to improve the way the estate 
looks and to increase bio-diversity

• Build more partnerships to allow us to 
deliver new and innovative services so we 
can reach people who do not currently use 
them 

• Continue to signpost anyone with needs 
for specialist help with established 
organisations

• Continue to recruit new Board members 
to RPRMO with the necessary skillset 
to ensure our performance continues to 
improve 

• Continue to train our staff and board 
members so they can continue to grow with 
the organisation

• To ensure our residents are more closely 
involved in the decisions that affect their 
lives, directly monitor services and are kept 
fully informed.
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07Community development

For some years now, we have had a thriving community programme that places young 
people at its heart, with activities such as the youth forum, the after-school club, 
various half-term activities and weekly football sessions. 

programme of activities, the Coffee 
morning sessions were perhaps hardest hit 
as they are a focus for our senior citizens 
who really thrive on being together in these 
social sessions. This meant that two weekly 
get togethers, bingo on Tuesdays as well 
as yoga on Fridays were cancelled for 
the best part of the year.  A lack of social 
interaction and social stimulus, which only 
friends and family can provide, proved to 
be difficult for most.  But they were on 
the phone to one another throughout the 
whole period, looking out for each other 
and, as soon as the legislation allowed 
earlier this summer, they returned to the 
community centre, albeit with masks and 

This year, spent to a great extent in 
lockdown, has presented its own unique 
challenges to our programme. But it 
also provided opportunities to do things 
differently. Whilst some activities just 
had to cease or be postponed, others 
continued online. 
Not surprisingly, digitisation will be one of 
our key priorities over the next year, looking 
at how we reach out to you so that we 
can minimise your visits to the office and 
can offer you an alternative to attending 
meetings in person. Similarly, our outdoor 
spaces will serve a similar purpose. As we 
have been forced to slow down, simple 
things like sitting on a garden bench, 
enjoying the sun’s rays, observing birds and 
flowers, have become of more benefit to 
our wellbeing. 

Coffee Morning 

There is no doubt that the pandemic 
has caused uncertainty, stress, even 
devastation for many people. For our 
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social distancing in place. Talk about ‘keep 
calm and carry on’, these wonderful people 
just get it!

Molly, the chair of the group, remarked 
how much time she now spends in the 
community garden, just outside the centre, 
as she finds solace in nature perhaps more 
than ever before. Sometimes she would 
meet a dear friend in the garden, when 
everywhere else was shut down. So good 
that the garden was completed last year, 
just when it was most needed. 

Greening the Estate 

Some of you may have noticed that the 
community pocket garden in front of 
Hyperion House, originally funded by Veolia 
Environmental Trust, is well maintained 
and in full bloom; all thanks to Clement. 
Clement is a dedicated resident who has 
been working on the garden over the past 
year to bring it up to the quality it now has. 
The garden has been more precious than 
ever during the pandemic, providing an 
outdoor space to sit and relax. Clement 
himself is as just as uplifting as the garden 
itself, and a magnet to those who want 
to chat to him whilst in the garden. The 
coffee morning group members have been 

meeting here often during the lock down. 
He will always have a kind word and a 
smile, but never loses sight of the garden 
works. 

We have also formed a group of a dozen 
resident volunteers, who are joining us in 
a green adventure. The idea is to create 
similar pocket gardens around each block 
and to do more tree planting and create 
some wildflower meadows. Some might 
have more trees and plants and some more 
fruits and veg. We are just at a preliminary 
planning phase but watch out for spaces 
near you turning green in the months to 
come!

New MUGA Sports Pitch in 2021

One of the biggest successes over the past 
year must surely be the progress made 
in delivering the long-awaited Multi-Use 
Games Area (MUGA) on the estate. This 
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development represents another example 
of our successful collaboration with 
multiple stakeholders, as we could never 
have delivered this project by ourselves. 
Fulham FC Foundation has been a key 
partner in the delivery of our football 
sessions since 2017, providing an 
experienced team, coaching football and 
multi-sport sessions. To broaden and 
support the successful growth of our 

programmes, RPRMO identified a clear 
need for facilities improvements on the 
estate, as the old court was no longer fit for 
purpose. RPRMO’s Board recommendation 
to renew the facility was endorsed at our 
AGM in September 2018. Yes, it’s taken us 
three years to get here but we are finally 
about to see the benefit of a lot of hard 
work by many of our partners over that 
period.
You might remember we reported the year 
before last that we had a grant offer from 

the Johan Cruyff Foundation, and we were 
preparing a bid to the London Marathon 
Trust. In the end, neither of these grant 
applications came to fruition, so we had 
to start over. Following a lengthy process, 
and with the invaluable support of our key 
partners, notably Fulham FC Foundation, 
we have been able to successfully secure 
grants from the Football Foundation (a 
charity funded by the Premier League, the 
Football Association, and the Government) 
and from the Veolia Environmental Trust, 
for the new MUGA, which is now under 
construction. Inclusive of a £70k top-up 
from RPRMO, £250k has now been set 
aside to cover the cost of this facility.

In addition to securing the funding for the 
project, a full planning application had to 
be prepared, and granted by the planning 
authority, and competitive tenders invited 
for the construction works before we could 
let the construction contract, which is now 
in progress. It’s often said that nothing 
worth having comes easy! That’s certainly 
true in this case.

On completion in September, the new 
MUGA will allow the RPRMO and Fulham 
FC Foundation partnership to introduce 
and broaden projects that will challenge 
inequality of access to physical activity 
and deliver the greatest possible impact 
for our children, young people, as well as 
adults, and groups we know that are less 
likely to be active, such as women and girls, 
and people with disabilities. Fulham FC 
Foundation will expand their programme, 
introducing Walking Football, which will 
benefit older participants (the over 55s 
especially). Drawing on their expertise in 
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this area, Fulham FC Foundation believe 
this could be a ‘beacon project’ in Lambeth. 
Additionally, we are committed to further 
develop their work with local SEND groups. 

The new multi-sport facility will have 
markings for football, basketball and netball 
(a new sport for us), which traditionally 
attracts girls. We will be partnering with 
the St. Matthew’s Project, which has 
been working with Fulham FC Foundation 
for some years now and has expressed 
interest in partnering with RPRMO, to offer 
girls-only football sessions on the new 
Roupell Park MUGA.

The new facility, will allow us to engage 
more residents, encouraging wider 
participation in the activities on offer. 
Outside of the organised sessions open 
access to the MUGA would be retained 
so that it remains available to the wider 
community for informal play.

A launch event, to mark the MUGA’s 
completion, is planned for the end of 
October 2021 and further information will 
be available when details of this are firmed 
up.  

The After School Club  

One of our great successes remains the 
After School Club, run by CEF Lyncx. This 
is now in its sixth year, and its first year 
going totally digital, which has enabled 
our young people to stay on top of their 
curriculum during the lockdown, by 
attending supported learning classes online 
in their own homes. Subjects cover literacy, 
numeracy, and science. Roupell Park has 
had 25 children registered, ranging from 
primary to secondary education, who have 

benefited from this programme. A digital 
model has many advantages as it cuts out 
the travel time and enables parents to take 
part. It has no geographical limitations, 
so young people from other estates can 
attend the same session (there were 150 
children registered in total). The attendance 
levels were very high; all 25 Roupell Park 
children achieved a 90% attendance score, 
which is significantly better than the 
historical attendance figures for classroom 
delivered sessions, at 65%. 

Online delivery also created an unforeseen 
need for additional staff, which meant that 
two of our young people, who used to be 
After School Club students themselves, 
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have now become paid tutors. What better 
way to be a role model to the younger 
generation? 

School Holiday Activities 

Over the past year, we have managed to 
run activities during the Easter, May and 
Summer holidays, all thanks to our wider 
partnership with CEF Lyncx and other 
local estates. On average, each camp 
recruited over 250 young people, out of 
which 32 were Roupell Park RMO residents 
aged 7 to 16 years old. Apart from fun and 
skill-based activities, each camp created 
employment and volunteering opportunities 
for the older children, in which eight young 
Roupell Park residents were volunteers. 
During the summer holiday, this meant 
that they earned their pocket money whilst 
developing their skills and acting as role 
models for the next generation.
 
This also included working with children 
who have special needs (SEND). Earlier this 
year, we launched online keep-fit dance 
and games programme for children with 
disabilities, supporting an average of 45 
young people aged 14 and over. We have 
installed a TV screen in our meeting room 
in order to be able to run this. A couple 
of young people attend live sessions. 
This Hybrid approach is something we 
will be exploring in greater depth in the 
future. SEND young people also had 
their dedicated summer programme of 
activities, which included food preparation, 
dance, sport, arts and crafts, based in 
our community centre, for 5 days a week 
over a 3-week period. The programme 

concluded with a ‘Carnival Day’ on the 
last day’s session, which was held in the 
community garden. Most young people 
are autistic or have Down’s Syndrome. We 
know there Is not enough support for them 
and their families, and activities like this are 
very popular, so no surprise that over 20 
children attended each of these sessions. 

Youth Forum 

We have seen a real breakthrough this 
year in the Youth Forum, but this hasn’t 
happened overnight. Over the past five 
years, in partnership with CEF Lyncx, we 
have worked to develop the Youth Forum. 
Pre-lockdown, our young people loved their 
monthly meetings, which always ended as 
a social event over a takeaway pizza, or 
similar, as a reward for their participation. 
It was great to see that participation 
continued throughout the lockdown, in a 
digital format, even when there was no 
pizza at the end of the day.  On average, 
twelve young people attended the digital 
monthly meetings.  

Our young people have had a special 
opportunity this year, in partnership with 
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Peabody and CEF Lyncx, to take part 
in the ‘Young Leaders & Ambassadors’ 
programme, in which Peabody funded 
11–25-year-olds to develop their own 
projects, activities and events for other 
young people and residents in their local 
area. A group of our young people have 
attended a series of leadership-based 
workshops, and they have all commented 
positively about how much more confident 
they feel as a result. They have gone 
through their key presentation to the panel 
of judges from Peabody, in which they 
presented their own social action projects, 
for which they were awarded £10K to run 
the project for their friends and community. 
This project is an extension of our wider 
approach in which we give young people 
whilst developing the next generation of 
young leaders and responsible citizens. 

One such fine example is our young person, 
Oroh, who is 17 years old. Oroh was only 
11 when she joined the Youth Forum and 
became the Chair. She said that the Youth 
Forum as well as other activities such as 
the summer camp for which this year she 
acts in a supervisory role, allowed her to 
meet more young people from the estate, 
and it improved her confidence levels, her 
speaking and leadership skills. This year, 

Oroh was co-opted to the Board. Although 
it felt a tiny bit overwhelming at first, with 
support from the Board, she now feels 
free to contribute and speak. The Board 
has already commented on her eloquence, 

and her confidence has been noted. 
Where is this leading this ambitious, young 
person? ‘My personal ambition is human 
rights law for immigration or family law. I 
like the idea of helping people.  My dad 
has been through the immigration system 
and it is something I have been looking 
into for a long time. Roupell Park has been 
supporting me in my journey. I feel I am 
now at 10 in terms of my self-esteem, and 
without the involvement in the activities on 
my estate, I estimate I would be only 4. I 
highly recommend getting involved to other 
young people and to parents so that they 
encourage their children.’ 
There are other young people whose self-
development and personal journey has 
been very impressive. One such person 
is Joanna, 18 years of age, who has been 
delivering a set of workshops at the camp, 
geared at fashion and design, but there 
are others too. We are here to develop 
and support young people as, they are our 
future and the future of Roupell Park!
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08Rosaleen Jones

Life without Rosaleen would simply not be the same. In the office, she is everyone’s 
first point of call should anything go wrong, which she promptly fixes, and all with a 
smile. She takes her work seriously but has light hearted quality about herself and is 
an excellent mover and shaker on the dance floor. 

A little bit about yourself: 

I have worked in housing for the past 
25 years. I also lived, and worked as a 
teacher, in Hong Kong for some years. I 
found it enriching living with people from 
other cultures. In the past year, during 
the lockdown, I have re-discovered a love 
for nature; as I live near Richmond Park, I 
could literally just stay there all the time!

A little bit about my role:  

I first came to Roupell Park as a Team 
Administrator in 2014 and was promoted 
to the role of Customer Services and 
Office Manager in 2017. I am responsible 
for managing three offices: the community 
office, the maintenance office and 
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the Community Centre. I also manage 
Parking, CCTV, staff training and arrange 
the purchase of all office supplies and 
stock, and most importantly, customer 
complaints. I think it is important that we 
communicate with our residents honestly, 
clearly, and promptly. A lot of my time is 
also spent ordering repairs, and dealing 
with bike storage sheds and garages, 
issuing annual parking permits, as well as 
ensuring that all letters are delivered on 
time.  I actually like mail merge, after so 
many years I suppose, you begin to love 
it. I am managing the two staff members, 
our lovely Jeanettes and volunteer Dave, 
and I have discovered my forensic abilities 
when it comes to finding missing keys.

Something memorable: 

One of my first tasks was to improve the 
estate signage. I remember how proud I 
was to have played a part in improving the 
estate.

I also made a plan to revamp our offices. We 
knocked a wall out and extended the recep-
tion area, so now there is a feeling of space 
when you enter the office. My colleagues 
tease me that I am the happiest when I 
move things around, which is true!

Perk of your role: 

I’ve met so many lovely tenants on the 
estate here at Roupell Park. Some of them 
have regaled me with very amusing stories 
and have made me laugh. This certainly 
makes the role more interesting and allows 
me to get to know people. I particularly 
enjoy the fun days and occasions when 
I meet tenants outside of the office 
environment, and I have been on some trips 
with our senior citizens and attended the 
NFTMO conference. It was wonderful to 
see tenants really enjoying themselves.
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09Robert Jones

Everyone knows Robert Jones, or simply Robbie, as most residents call him. He is the 
longest serving member of Roupell Park and is now the Head Caretaker. He is always 
helpful, kind and is very much liked by his colleagues as well as residents.  

A little bit about yourself: 

Away from work, I spend most time with 
my family. I have a daughter who is 15, my 
son is 20 and my stepdaughter’s 27; I’ve 
known her since she was four years old. I 
am very much a family man, with all its ups 
and downs, but family life is what drives 
me. Most days I go to the gym after work, 
to keep myself fit and healthy to do the job 
properly, and I love gardening in my spare 
time. 

A little bit about my role:  

I have been working for Roupell Park for 23 
years now and seen many changes taking 
place, from improvements on the estate to 
better service delivery for our residents. 
My role has been upgraded this year and 
I now manage the other 3 caretakers. 
We work as a team and the others need 
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little direction from me, but I am there to 
ensure a good standard of cleanliness 
is maintained. Day to day, we clean the 
lifts first thing, then sweep the stairs and 
balconies. We do the bins and the grounds, 
after lunch. 

We support the community events on the 
estate, cleaning and tidying up to get it 
ready, and clearing up afterwards. We also 
deliver posters and newsletters, and any 
other hand deliveries.

My work is spread over 6 days a week, 
as we do Saturdays and Sundays now (a 
half-day on each). I get a day off during the 
week, unless I have to cover for one of the 
others. 

Fly-tipping has become a challenge, but 
we try to manage that, although we have 
to clear it most of the time. We also clear 
the void properties. Some voids are very 

messy, but you get some good ones too. 
It’s irritating when residents leave refuse 
outside their flats for us to clear; it shows 
a lack of respect for what we do. We are 
trying to get more recycling bins out and 
improve residents’ awareness of how to 
better recycle their refuse. 

Something memorable: 

About 10 years ago, I was once called by 
a resident’s daughter, whose mother had 
collapsed on the floor; she was having 
a fit. I quickly placed her in the recovery 
position and then called for an ambulance. 
I had learned first aid, but this was the first 
time I had ever done anything like that. I 
was shocked when I first got the call, but 
afterwards I felt very honoured that she 
had trusted me to help her. The resident 
survived, thankfully. 

Perks of your role: 

Talking to people; they trust me and think 
I live on the estate. So many people enjoy 
living in the area. I have seen many kids 
grow up, who have kids of their own now. 
That’s how long I have worked at Roupell 
Park. Generally, residents are very nice. I 
like when we have fun days; I used to be a 
DJ and play music, and I love Milton’s BBQs. 
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If you would like this information in large print, Braille, another format or an-
other language, contact us on 020 7926 0214.

ESPANOL: Si desdea esta information en otro idioma, rogamos nos llame al 
020 7926 0214.

FRANÇAIS: Si vous souhaitez ces informations dans une autre langue veuillez 
nous contacter au 020 7926 0214.

PORTUGUES: Se desejar esta informacao noutro idioma e favor telefoner 
para 020 7926 0214.

YORUBA: Ti e ba fe imoran yll, ni ede omiran, ejo e kan wa l agogo 020 7926 
0214.

TWI: Se wope saa nkaeboy yi wo kasa foforo mu a fre 020 7926 0214.


